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Sewing Pattern — Teddy Bear 3050 

 

Recommendations on fabric: fur, velour, brocade, velvet, terry, 
dotted or squared cotton 
 
If the pattern has double contour the seam allowances are 
included. 
Seam allowances are NOT included by default and need to 
be added when laying out and cutting details if your pattern 
has single contour.  

 
Seam allowances: 1 cm on all edges 
 
Attention! Before sewing, print paper patterns and lay them 
out according to the linen width (from 90 to 150 cm) to find out 
how much material you need (do not forget about double and 
symmetric details). 
 
When sewing the garment, pay attention to notches, they 
must coincide. 

 

 

 

 
  

INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
(On the pattern pieces, “beam” means straight of grain. Lay out your pieces accordingly. Some 
pieces will be cut on the fold. This is noted on the pattern piece. Mark all notches and other design 
features such as darts, pleats etc. from the pattern onto your fabric.) 
 
Fabric: 
back - cut 2 
zatylok (nape) - cut 2 
zjivot (belly) - cut 2 
nosovaya chast (nose) cut 1 
mordochka (snout) -  cut 2 
lapka (paw) - cut 2 
stol (foot) - cut 2 
hall (ear) -cut 4 
mekh (fur) - cut 1 
noga (leg) - cut 2 
 
Advice: Padding of nose part must be the thickest. Put additional stitches that fasten padding. It’s 
better to do it from the wrong (inner) side of the snout. For stuffing use polyester fiberfil, wool or 
your own preference 

 
1. Sew center seams of all double details (shown with blue dotted line). Leave a hole in center 
back seam to turn the toy right side out.  
2. Sew together nape and right parts, joining center seam, and inserting turned out ears.  
3. Sew nose to face, aligning notch to center seam.  
4. Sew outer edge of nose part and lower section of snout with one seam, starting from nose tip.  
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5. Attach eyes according to directions. 
6. Connect paw and leg parts to belly, aligning concave edges.  
7. Connect belly, paws and legs to back with one seam, leveling center edges and notches. Make 
notches in corners on back part between paw and leg.  
8. Sew feet to legs. 
9. Turn head out, set it into body, sew side and center seams. Connect with one seam.  
10. Turn the toy out through the hole in center back. Fill with stuffing. Shape the face. 
11.Sew the hole by hand.  
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